Distinguished Majors Program Application

We recommend that students apply to the Sociology Distinguished Majors Program by the end of the 5th semester. Later applications will be considered. Students must have an overall GPA of 3.4 or better to qualify and must maintain this GPA in order to remain in the program and graduate with distinction.

Name: ___________________ Email: ___________________ Phone: ___________________

Academic Year: ___________________ Expected Graduation Date: ___________________

Current SOC GPA: ___________________ Current CUM GPA: ___________________

- SOC 1010 ____ completed ____ enrolled ____ not yet taken
- SOC 3020 ____ completed ____ enrolled ____ not yet taken
- SOC 3120 ____ completed ____ enrolled ____ not yet taken
- SOC 3130 ____ completed ____ enrolled ____ not yet taken

What general topic area/issue are you now most interested in? ________________________________

Have you communicated with any faculty about writing a thesis? ____ Yes ____ No
If yes, with whom? ________________________________

By signing below, I certify that I have read and understand all requirements for the Sociology Distinguished Majors Program, including maintaining a minimum CUM & SOC GPA of 3.4 to be eligible for graduation with distinction.

____________________________________   ______________________________________
Signature                                  Date

Undergraduate Committee Member Approval